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93 Unmarked Graves Found at
Residential School That Targeted
Indigenous Children
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destr0y26 · 14 hr. ago

Let me guess, Canada?
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RedditButDontGetIt · 14 hr. ago

If this is the first you’re hearing about this, the number was
upped to way over 1000 unmarked graves at many different
sites.
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AdHour9191 · 10 hr. ago
performance, functionality and advertising. Learn more about Reddit’s use of cookies.
Here in the US, our time will come on this too, no question.
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doing some amount
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digging yet, but some level of investigation) which is a
Searchto
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prerequisite
finding something that’s buried. I could have
missed it, but I haven’t heard a thing recently about
investigating the over 300 such places in the US for similar
history
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This is in British Columbia. Previously they found unmarked
graves in Saskatchewan, Kamloops, and Cranbrook BC. All
indigenous kids who died of diseases or other causes.
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They will find similar graves all across the USA
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whichwitch9 · 9 hr. ago

US would be a valid guess, too. I don't think people realize
how many residential schools the US had and what went on
there
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taste-like-burning · 7 hr. ago

Just add it to the list, tbh.
Source: live in BC
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IntermetallicAM · 11 hr. ago

It says where in the article
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We had one Truth and Reconciliation day, yes. What about
second Truth and Reconciliation day?
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wheresmymultipass · 10 hr. ago

almost every country historic england, spain, france visited.
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Dave-C · 14 hr. ago

A lot of stuff like this happened in North America, even outside
of these Catholic Church schools. For example, go look up the
Dozier School for Boys which didn't shut down until 2011.
There was hundreds of men that came forward years later to
tell horrible stories. In this school they had a white building
that the kids nicknamed the White House. For punishment the
kids would be taken into there and a large industrial fan would
be turned on to drown out the screams. The children would be
tied to a bed and whipped, bad enough that some died from
the beatings. There was at least 100 deaths. The issue with
that number is that the people who lived through it know many
more that died but no remains was found. This POS was
named by many of the men for being the leader in these
beatings, may he burn in hell.
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Kingca · 3 hr. ago

He live until he was 98 years old. Fucking horrific and
unjust.
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Came here cuz the title made me think of Dozier spot on. My
dad has court transcripts of some of the hearings from
Dozier that ive been meaning to pore through. Imo no
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discovered by another boy some days later. Could be wrong.
But shit was def f’d at Dozier. Another example of how

p



broken our judicial system is.
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tied to a bed and whipped, bad enough that some died
from the beatings. There was at least 100 deaths. The
issue with that number is that the people who lived
through it know many more that died but no remains
was found
Jesus christ, beating children to death?
This is in many ways, worse than Guantanamo
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Holy shit. That’s horrible.
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Stunning_Cost · 9 hr. ago

We should leave memorial messages on that wall perhaps.
Honor the dead, no not that Troy asshole. No reason to let it
be forgotten.

Troy E. Tidwell, a former disciplinarian at the Dozier School
for Boys who was accused of abuse by hundreds of men,
died April 5. He was 97. "
Maybe something along those lines?
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I went to boarding school
2015, and we
used to speak Lakota to each other because it was a





language the staff couldn't pick up on. Most of my friends I
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went there with went missing, or are dead. The American
youth institution and mental health industry is designed to
take advantage of indigenous youth. We are still here.
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RegularlyPointless · 2 hr. ago

not just north america, i think the church has a history if it
in most continents
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Delnac · 2 hr. ago

Catholics and abusing children, who would have thought.
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trickster55 · 10 hr. ago

I'm about to throw up, absolutely vile
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Many of the schools the indigenous children were sent to
had graves on site. We would also force them to speak
English and cut off their hair (their long hair is part of their
culture). They also didn’t get food and would have to get
their own. Very cruel history of education in America
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“Child pregnancies were widespread and covered up,”
Sellars said. “In survivors’ accounts that are disturbing
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“Unwanted babies of priests”. Amazing how crimes against
humanity committed by clergy are all but shoved aside
when criticizing organized religion. That history is still
relevant today whether they like it or not, considering the
billions various denominations pay out in sex abuse
settlements. It’s time for congregations to acknowledge
these sins and work so they stop happening. I scoff at them,
how can they think they will get to heaven when they won’t
even stop kids from being raped by priests? If there is a
god, he will not forgive you when judgement day comes. In
fact, you will be thrown to the deepest most depraved
depths of hell like you fucking deserve
Sorry for the rant... it seems as if headline after headline of
crimes against humanity committed by missionaries and
clergy come up so fucking often. When will it end?!
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If it makes you feel better, I think it was one single story
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BlinkedAndMissedIt · 10 hr. ago

Child pregnancies were widespread and covered up,”
Sellars said. “In survivors’ accounts that are disturbing
beyond words, we’ve heard accounts that unwanted babies
of priests were burned in the incinerator.
What the fuck?!
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You know I gotta sleep? Jesus, like, when did the News get
scarier than the horror stories I read?
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The pope still hasn’t said sorry about any this too. A bunch
of immoral fucks.
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I said it before an I'll say it again: For every grave, burn
down a church
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